MOHAMMED   AND    CHARLEMAGNE
way prove the existence of commercial relations between the
countries from which they came and those in which they sought
refuge. Was not the 15th century, when so many learned Byzantines
fled into Italy to escape the Turks, the very period when Constan-
tinople ceased to be a great port? We must not confuse the
circulation of merchandise with the movements of pilgrims,
scholars and artists. The former traffic presupposed the organization
of transport and the permanent exchange of .imports and exports,
but the latter followed the hazard of circumstances. Before we
should be justified in affirming the persistence of Syrian and
Oriental navigation in the Tyrrhenean Sea and the Gulf of Lyons
after the yth century, we should have to prove that Marseilles
and the ports of Provence remained in communication with the
Levant after this date. But the last text which we can produce in
this connection is a document relating to Corbie, dated 7I6.1
According to this text the magazine of the fisc at Marseilles, or
at Pos, must still have been full of spices and oil at this period:
that is, of products imported from Asia and Africa. I believe, how-
ever, that this is merely an archaism. We have here a document
confirming certain ancient privileges of the Abbey of Corbie;
it probably reproduced earlier texts verbatim. It is, indeed, impos-
sible that African oil can still have been imported at this time.
We may assume, of course, that the cellarium fisci was drawing
upon its stocks, but in that case we have no proof of the existence of
active commercial relations in 716. At all events, this is the latest
mention that we have of Oriental products warehoused in the ports
of Provence. For that matter, four years later the Musulmans were
landing on this coast and pillaging the countryside. Marseilles was
then dead. It is idle to object, in proof of its activity, that pilgrims
were still passing through it on their way to the East. It is a
1 a. buchner, op. cit., p. 48, considers that there were still commercial
relations at this date, but not later; more particularly because the Abbey of
St. Denis did not again have its privileges confirmed. In 695 it obtained a
villa in exchange for a revenue in kind levied on the public treasury. PH. laxjes,
Les diplomes originaux desMdroringiens, pi. 24. Cf. ievillain, Etudes sur I'abbaye
**de Saint-Denis. bibl. £cole dbs chartes, vol. XCI, 1930, pp. 288 et seq.

